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Capt. David Byrnes, Ret.
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As is the case with any profession, large egos are not unknown to some
Rangers.

When Captain Jay Banks died, friends and colleagues
from all over the state and country attended his funeral.
Jay was one of the best-known Rangers in history. He
had gained national exposure and a bit of celebrity in
1956 when he appeared on national television on The
Today Show, Name That Tune, and What’s My Line.
Fame he may have had, but he was also a fine Ranger.
In 1957, along with fellow Rangers Johnny Klevenhagen
and Jim Ray, he had personally brought an end to the
murderous career of the mad-dog killer Gene Paul
Norris and his partner Bill Mumphrey. The battle was a
blaze of gunfire that would have done a Hollywood
writer proud.
Captain David Byrnes, Company "B"’s sergeant at the
time (a rank that would now be a lieutenant), relates the
following story:

Capt. Jay Banks

During Jay’s funeral, the preacher went on and on as
to how Jay was the greatest Texas Ranger who had
ever lived. Jay was known to have had a pretty good
ego, and he was probably enjoying—and agreeing with
—the preacher.

All of us Rangers just smiled to ourselves and took the preacher’s adoration
for what it was—hero worship. Jay Banks was a good man, and in his day, he
had been one of the best Rangers anyone had ever seen.
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Maybe I shouldn’t say all of us Rangers were smiling. This unending praise
was mortifying to one particular Ranger, who was noted for an ego that could
hardly fit into the state of Texas. For you see, ---- considered himself-not Jay
Banks, or anyone else for that matter-to be the greatest Texas Ranger of all
time.
After what seemed like forever, the service was finally completed and we
filed out of the church. I was standing on the church steps with retired
Company B Captain G. W. Burks. He turned to me and said, “David, have you
seen ---- ?’
I told him that I hadn’t since the end of the service.
“David, you better go check on him. Hearing that
preacher going on and on that Jay was the greatest
Ranger of all time probably caused him to have a
heart attack!”

David Byrnes served the Rangers for many years,
ending his career as captain of Company "B" in Dallas. Retiring from the
Rangers did not mean the end of law enforcement for David. Today he is the
sheriff of Kaufman County.
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The El Paso Salt Flats, Focus of the "Salt
War"
Photograph by A. H. Harris.
Courtesy University of Texas at El Paso

One historian found his signature
“puzzling.” Beyond that single
admission of confusion, there is no
mention of J. A. Tays in the standard
Ranger histories, although he led the Frontier Battalion’s detachment in El
Paso County for nearly nine months.

The puzzling signature belonged to the older brother and successor of that
unit’s first commander, J.B. Tays. This similarity has led historians to either
gloss over or completely muddle the story of El Paso’s Texas Rangers
between the time of the Salt War of 1877 and the arrival of George W. Baylor
nearly two years later.
Footnotes have clickable links.
Until now, little has been recorded about the first commander of the
Detachment of Company C, John Barnard Tays, and virtually nothing is to be
found about his successor and brother, James A. Tays. They were from Nova
Scotia—two of the seven children born to John B. Tays and at least two
wives. Most of the siblings eventually made their way to Texas. Three Tays
brothers were important players in the growth of El Paso County in the 1870s
and 1880s. The eldest, the Reverend Joseph Wilkins Tays (1827-1884), made
the greatest impression. El Paso city’s Tays Street is named after “Parson
Tays,” as he is remembered. In the 1860s, Joseph first settled in Indianola,
Texas, together with his brother and sister-in-law, George E. and Mary Parker
Tays. In 1867, a yellow fever epidemic took the lives of this couple and, later,
Joseph’s twenty-four-year-old wife Jemmima.[1] With nothing to hold him,
Joseph moved on to Austin, where for a time he was chaplain to the state
legislature.
Joseph moved on to El Paso in 1870, establishing an Episcopalian mission,
the first Protestant establishment in the Rio Grande valley between
Brownsville and Santa Fe. Parson Tays undoubtedly helped his brothers John
and James make the right connections when they arrived in their turn. The
nationwide depression of the mid-1870s forced Joseph’s relocation to other
parts of Texas, but he evidently communicated the opportunities in El Paso to
his brothers. Joseph returned in April 1881 to build the first Episcopalian
Church in El Paso (later known as St. Clement’s). He was, for a time, an El
Paso City councilman and co-publisher of the El Paso Times. He died of
smallpox on November 21, 1884.[2]
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James (1836-1892) and John (1841-1900) left home in 1862 to make their
fortunes. For thirty years, they traveled the West, often together. That James
has all but disappeared in history is a direct result of the intimate connection
between the brothers and the possibility that John, while younger, seems to
have been the more dominant of the two, perhaps because of more robust
health and greater education. The brothers first traveled to the mining camps
of British Columbia. Indifferent success here led them to relocate to the gold
fields of Montana in 1869.
In 1872, the Tays brothers moved on to Texas.[3] They seem to have headed
straight for El Paso, for James was enrolled there in the State Police on March
21, 1872. This statewide constabulary was a creation of Reconstruction
Governor Edmund J. Davis. Its record in catching criminals was good, but it
was known also for frequent abuse of its power. Most white Texans detested
the force as a tool of a carpetbag government. As a private in the 5th District
(headquartered almost six hundred miles east in New Braunfels), Tays
reported locally to Lieutenant John G. Atkinson of San Elizario (located just
east of El Paso). Signed pay vouchers for Tays exist only through the end of
September 1872, but he was still on the police force as late as March 29, 1873,
shortly before it was disbanded by the state legislature.[4]
James and John began investing in El Paso properties as early as 1874,
although John was by far the more active investor.[5] The brothers’ other
business interests have not yet come to light, but they may have been in
mining or cattle. Their activities carried them between El Paso County and
Silver City, New Mexico, (about one hundred fifty miles apart) and put them
into close contact with El Paso’s community leaders, including S. C. Slade
and Albert Schutz.[6]
The brothers shared a house on the edge of Silver City. In April 1877, a
certain Cruz Carion, on the dodge from the law in El Paso del Norte (now
Ciudad Juarez), Mexico, broke in and stole seventy dollars, a pistol, and some
clothing. According to the Grant County Herald, the Tays brothers had seen
the man lurking about their home and were able to identify him by the fact that
“conclusive evidence of his guilt clothed his nether parts and was painfully
observable to every one in the [court] room except the mentally purblind and
the cross-eyed man who saw nothing in the room except opposite angles of
the ceiling.”[7]
Within days of this episode, James returned to Nova Scotia. Whatever the
purpose of his visit, his stay was extended by an unidentified illness that left
him, for a time, “in a very critical condition.” He recovered and returned to
Silver City via El Paso on October 31, 1877.[8]
At this same time, Frontier Battalion commander, Major John B. Jones, was
on his way from Austin to El Paso to determine whether Texas Rangers were
needed to keep a lid on rising ethnic tension. The source of the friction was
the extensive salt deposits at the foot of Guadalupe Mountain, some 100 miles
east of modern-day El Paso. The Mexican population on both sides of the Rio
Grande made the long trek by wagon for the essential—and free—mineral.
When entrepreneur Charles E. Howard posted notice in 1877 that the salt was
no longer free for the taking, events quickly escaped anyone’s control.
Political maneuvering and legal threats led to civil defiance, murder, and
eventual mob action. A makeshift Texas Ranger unit—Detachment of
Company C—was scraped together on the spot by Major Jones for the
express purpose of keeping order in the west tip of Texas. John Tays was
given command, undoubtedly upon the recommendation of community
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leaders.
Tensions boiled over on December 12, when Howard attempted to legally
enforce property rights against a community that demanded justice. On
December 13, Lieutenant Tays and his Rangers found themselves surrounded
and besieged in the town of San Elizario by hundreds of Mexicans and
Tejanos determined to get their hands on Howard. After four days and the
deaths of two Rangers and the wounding of several more, Tays and Howard
agreed to parley with the besiegers. While they talked, the leaderless and
sleep-starved Rangers were tricked into surrendering. Howard, Ranger
Sergeant John McBride, and merchant and ex-police Lieutenant John G.
Atkinson were immediately executed and their bodies hacked and dumped
into a well.
Tays and his men were released on December 18. Four days later,
reorganized, rearmed and reinforced by 60 troopers from Forts Davis and
Stanton and by a 30-man posse led by Sheriff Charles Kerber, the Texas
Rangers rode back to retake the lost towns and to bury their dead. Kerber’s
posse was an extraordinary bunch, comprised of volunteers recruited by New
Mexico’s rustling kingpin, John Kinney. The Rangers and Kinney’s men were
ready to wreak revenge on any Mexican in their path. Homes along the route
were ransacked. At least five men were murdered and several other people
wounded, including one woman left lying on the floor of her home with a
bullet in her lung. Two of the dead men were prisoners who were bound hand
and foot and then “shot while escaping.” John Tays made no real effort to
investigate the killings.[9]
It was a week before Tays actually reached the towns of San Elizario, Ysleta,
and Socorro. He found them nearly deserted. The Mexicans had re-crossed
the Rio Grande, taking what loot they could and most of their Texan relatives
with them. Some of the Rangers and the New Mexico men now had a taste for
sanctioned mayhem. Both the Anglo and Mexican populations of El Paso
County were plagued with armed break-ins, robberies, rapes, beatings, horse
thefts, and other crimes for weeks to come. Sheriff Kerber took no action
against the perpetrators, neither while they were under his command nor after
he discharged them on January 10, 1878.
No Texas Ranger unit ever got off to such a bad start as the Detachment of
Company C. Its dubious distinction of being the only Ranger unit ever to
surrender to a mob was just the beginning. In the next few weeks, Privates
Eldridge and McDaniels deserted and Sergeant John C. Ford emptied his
shotgun and then his pistol into rival Sergeant Sam Frazier.
A joint U.S.-Texas military board was convened to investigate the Salt War.
In his minority report, Major Jones blamed Mexican interventionists and Army
inaction for the disorders of the previous December. The Army officers who
formed the commission’s majority were more interested in the wrongdoings
of Kinney’s “Silver City Rangers.” The only positive result was the
reactivation of Fort Bliss, just outside Franklin.
Lt. J. B. Tays resigned effective March 31, 1878. Despite his courage, he had
been an ineffective leader in the recent crisis. While Tays apparently did not
surrender his men, he had allowed them to become trapped and then allowed
himself to be cut off from them, apparently without giving them proper
instructions on how to conduct themselves in his absence. In the advance
following the surrender, he apparently countenanced murder and mayhem
and then lied about them in his reports. Tays did the best he could under
unprecedented circumstances, but he was not in the mold of the great Ranger
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officers.
In his history of the Texas Rangers, Prescott Webb writes: “After the Salt
War, he [George Baylor] was appointed to succeed Lieutenant Tays, who
resigned to enter the Customs Service.”[10] Jerry D. Thompson, the editor of
George Baylor’s collection of newspaper articles published under the title,
“Into the Far Wild Country,” wrote in the book’s Introduction: “Disgraced,
Tays resigned from the Rangers and Baylor was soon on the long road to El
Paso. Arriving in Ysleta on September 12, 1879….”[11] The most recent
Ranger historian, Charles M. Robinson III, records: “Tays resigned on March
28, 1878, and the company was disbanded for more than a year before newly
commissioned Lt. George W. Baylor was ordered to reorganize it.”[12]
But John Tays did not resign to enter the Customs Service, Baylor was not
“soon on the road,” and the detachment was never disbanded. Company C
remained in continuous service until Baylor arrived, over seventeen months
after the resignation of John B. Tays. Ranger chronicler Frederick Wilkins
almost got it right, noting that the unit was temporarily led by Sergeant M. H.
Ludwick. Wilkins also found “a puzzling item on the July [1878] return, which
is signed J. A. Tays rather than J. B. Tays.”[13] In fact, there are scores of
puzzling monthly returns, muster rolls, and letters signed by J. A. Tays.[14]
The first of these signatures was given by Tays when he took the oath of
office on March 25, 1878:
I do solemnly swear that I will true faith and allegiance bear to the state of
Texas that I will serve her honestly and faithfully against all her enemies and
opposers, that I will obey the orders of the Governor and the officers
appointed over me from the first day of April to the 31st day of August next
(1878) according to an act of the Legislature for the frontier.[15]
Why Major Jones selected James A. Tays to replace John as detachment
commander is unknown. Perhaps James’ State Police experience served him
well in this heavily Republican community, but the decision indicates that
Jones probably held John Tays in higher regard than has history. On unit
muster rolls, this new Tays described himself as age forty-one, 5’11½” in
height, with brown hair, brown eyes, and a fair complexion. No photograph of
James Tays has yet surfaced, but if he resembled his look-alike brothers
Joseph and John, he may have stared intently from deep-set eyes perched
above a long and nearly straight nose. His hairline would have been receding
and his mustache and beard well trimmed. Tays listed his prior occupation as
“farmer,” but it is more likely that he tended cattle rather than vegetables. His
correspondence clearly indicates a rudimentary education and a tendency to
make excuses. Whatever the flaws, Jones certainly appointed the man he
believed the best available.
On April 1, the detachment included fifteen enlisted men. Only four were
Salt War veterans. The best of the newer men included Asberry C. Ryall, a
schoolteacher from Georgia; Mark Ludwick, a saddler from Missouri; George
Loyd (or Lloyd), also from Missouri; and young George Havelock Tays, the
twenty-one-year-old orphaned son of George and Mary Tays. The first two
became Tays’ 1st and 2nd Sergeants on May 31.
Perhaps no Texas Ranger unit faced greater challenges than the
Detachment of Company C. Between the unit’s headquarters at Ysleta and
Company C, the nearest other Ranger unit on the frontier, lay 500 miles of
rough, arid country which even today is sparsely populated. Austin and San
Antonio were roughly 600 miles distant. By stagecoach, the journey from San
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Antonio to Ysleta took more than a week, but weather, Indians, and outlaws
made this journey problematic. A mule train carrying supplies might take four
to six weeks. Before 1881, travel by rail involved an excursion from Austin to
Santa Fe, New Mexico, via Topeka, Kansas. A stagecoach from Santa Fe to El
Paso completed that ten-day journey. Telegraph messages between Austin
and El Paso were also routed via Santa Fe and might take twenty-four hours
or ten days.[16] In any crisis, the El Paso Rangers were isolated.
El Paso’s proximity to both Mexico and New Mexico Territory was a second
controlling factor. The Rangers’ jurisdiction was a wedge between these two
lands, which served as convenient staging areas and sanctuaries for
criminals. New Mexico was the breeding ground of a rustlers’ network that
stretched from West Texas to southeast Arizona. Outlaws from Silver City to
Lincoln County often made their way to El Paso, either to sell off stolen stock
or to gather it up. Pursuit of bandits beyond the borders of Texas could be
endless.
Terrain also complicated the Rangers’ mission. El Paso historian Leon Metz
has vividly described the area’s
. . . dark, forbidding bosques, swamps and thickets lining the Rio Grande like
a chain of thorns, proving the perfect hiding place…. The marshy land, the
bogs, the cattails, the saber-like grasses loomed so impenetrable that only
those outlaws familiar with the narrow, winding paths and trails dared
traverse them. Some of the most savage and merciless gangs ever to infest
the Southwest took cover here. Primarily they were dedicated to stealing
livestock, although anyone ignorant enough to wander into the jungle was apt
to pay for his carelessness with his money and his life.[17]
Apaches posed a third challenge. These Indians engaged in frequent forays
for livestock and adventure as they passed back and forth between the Fort
Stanton Reservation in New Mexico and secure bases in Mexico. Again, the
Rangers were faced with the difficult task of tracking their quarry down before
they reached sanctuary.
A fourth impediment to Ranger success in the Trans-Pecos was the extreme
shortage of reliable recruits. In 1877, on the eve of the Salt War, the 8,000
square miles of El Paso County were mostly uninhabited except for the
communities on either side of the Rio Grande in the vicinity of present-day El
Paso and Ciudad Juarez. Perhaps 3,500 lived in the towns of Socorro, San
Elizario, Ysleta, and present-day El Paso, then called Franklin. Of these, San
Elizario was the largest. The overwhelming majority of residents were
Mexican-Americans, thought of and referred to by the white settlers as simply
Mexicans. The Tejanos certainly had far more in common (language, religion,
culture, blood ties) with friends and relations south of the Rio Grande than
they did with the polyglot mix of Norte Americanos, who accounted for
perhaps 2-3% of the population.
In earlier days, this cultural gap had not proved a hurdle to either the
government of Texas or to the local citizenry. The El Paso Ranger company
formed in 1874 contained twenty-eight Tejanos out of the thirty in the
complement. But the Salt War effectively poisoned relations. Only four
Tejanos served in the Salt War unit, and only one during the two years that
followed. Unable to utilize the county’s experienced ex-Rangers, the
Detachment was forced to draw its officers and men from the county’s tiny
population of white males, amounting to a few score in 1877-79. Given the
shortage of perfect recruits, the Rangers accepted nearly anyone they could
get, including men as young as eighteen and as old as sixty-one.
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More troubling than the lack of suitably aged recruits was the relative
abundance of ruffians. From its formation in November 1877 and on through
the early 1880s, the Ranger unit in El Paso was temporary home to a number
of Texan and New Mexican bad men. They wormed their way into the ranks
and used their insider positions to signal their rustler pals of Ranger moves.
Among the least trustworthy Rangers were Jim McDaniels, William “Babe”
Gronso, John “Jack” Irving, “Gus” Moore, James “Red” Cartledge, and Sam
Northcutt. All lived on the wrong side of the law; all died violently. J. B. Tays
once told George Baylor that nine of his ex-Rangers were killed as outlaws.
The county’s remoteness from the settled regions of Texas, its proximity to
the borders of equally lawless Mexico and New Mexico, its ethnic divide, and
the shortage of reliable men to recruit all meant that success required the
strongest local leadership. This Major Jones counted upon James Tays to
provide.
Nothing would ever be done about those who killed, raped, and robbed
Mexican-Americans in retaliation for the deaths of Howard, McBride, and the
rest. But the wheels of justice began to turn against the rioters. On May 13,
five months after the Salt War, Texas Governor Hubbard offered rewards for
leader Chico Barela and five others indicted for murder. Jones expressed
“hope it will be the means of bringing some of the scoundrels to justice.”[18]
Two men would fall into Ranger custody before summer arrived.
At the moment, Tays was more concerned with some other scoundrels. He
warned Jones: “The general state of the county is not improoving [sic] much.
There is a mob of outlaws located around El Paso Texas and Mexico that
threatens us with trouble.” [19] When it came to catching these “outlaws,” the
trustworthiness of some Rangers was doubtful, especially while rustling
kingpin John Kinney remained in El Paso, where he kept the Exchange Saloon.
On May 20, Tays received word that an Indian raiding party had attacked the
mail carrier six miles above Franklin. The lieutenant dispatched Sergeant
Ryall and five men to scout in the locality of Canutillo. There they met Army
Lieutenant B. I. Butler and a driver who had been attacked and wounded by
bandits only a few minutes before. Ryall followed the highwaymen to the
Mexican border. Mexican authorities intervened, placing three men under
arrest and turning them over to the U.S. Army. In his report to Major Jones,
Tays identified the men as “part of the Kenney [sic] band.”[20] They included
Robert Martin, a member of Jesse Evans’ gang; a character named Buckskin
Joe; and one called Curly Bill Breshnaham, better known to history as Curly
Bill Brocius. Five months after the detachment had surrendered to the mob, it
could finally boast its first success.
The second occurred on June 15, when, as Tays reported, “I caused the
arrest to be made of Decedaro [sic] Apodaca one of the principles in the row
at San Elizario he being in command of the firing party and by his order
Howard was shot he was arrested on what is called the Island (6 miles below
San Elizario) he made no resistance.”[21]
The pursuit of Martin and Breshnaham and the arrest of Apodaca are typical
of Tays’ style of command. He dispatched Ryall and, as he says, “caused” the
arrest of Apodaca. The records indicate that Tays nearly always left the actual
job of rangering—the arrests and scouts—to his sergeants. Tays was no
coward, but there are only two (and perhaps three) occasions when Ranger
records indicate that Tays led his men into action. In both instances, his
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personal interests were at stake. Tays’ first scout occurred in April 1878,
when he
was informed my brother J. B. Tays was then three days overdue from
Tulerosa (sic) and that he had been threatened by a band by Jim McDaniels
who deserted from this detachment some time ago and is now regularly on
the road I started with five men to render him assistance if needed but only
got twelve miles up the road when I met him all safe had been delayed by the
fight at Blasurs [sic] saw mill which resulted in the killing two men and
wounding two others.[22]
A mission more typical of Tays’ command style occurred in June. More than
one historian has repeated the claim made by the new salt agent, ex-Ranger
John C. Ford, that after the Salt War the local residents recognized that they
had to pay for their salt.[23] With the Army now established locally and with
the Kinney men still hanging about, the citizens may indeed have lined up
meekly for salt. But having to buy what had always been free still angered
many. A new confrontation occurred on June 24.
Corporal Mathews, a salt war Ranger who had once promised to avenge the
deaths of Howard and company,[24] was dispatched by Tays to arrest a party
from Mexico who planed to steal salt. Mathews and three Rangers arrested
four men driving 41 oxen and 5 salt-laden wagons on the road from the Salt
Lake, still about 20 miles from the Rio Grande. When a large party of Mexicans
threatened to release the men, Mathews sent for help. Sergeant Ryall — not
Lieutenant Tays — arrived on the scene with five Rangers. Ryall lost one
prisoner and a few oxen, but the rest were seen safely through to San Elizario,
where the salt was impounded by the U.S. Customs agent.
Tays’ correspondence with Jones is the newsiest of any of the El Paso
commanders, and his letter of July 15 provides a good example. Though his
spelling and grammar are atrocious, Tays provides his commander with a
clear and succinct report:
… I am sorry to inform you that Sgt. Ludwick and W. Gronso have been
dangerously ill for two weeks now but are now out of danger and I hope will
be fit for duty in a few days. We had to have the services of Drs. Lyon and
Snell Surgeons of the U.S. at this post.
I have thought it prudent to keep the Det. close to Quarters for the purpose of
holding the prisoners as the mob from the other side of the River are
determined to release them. I am prepared to give them a fight for it. I am in
hopes will be able to get a few more before long. Since the Salt scrape there
seems to be a Settled determination to have a row by the Mescicans [sic]. The
Ammurican [sic] mob has left entirely and Franklin is perfectly dead. We have
Buckskin Jo here a Prisoner. There has been some Indians in on the River the
last few days but as yet have done no mischief. I have got this month Rations
and Forage from Lowenstein with very little change from last month Hay 16$
and very Poor Corn + Barly [sic] ½ a cent less. Corn is going to be a poor
crop. The mail communication has totaly [sic] broken down since the 27 of
June there has been but one through mail and I fear that the mail matter sent
from here has been delayed also. There is a rumour that the Governor of
Chihohua [sic] has sent orders for the leaders of the San Elizario mob to go
immediately to Chihuahua for what purpose is not known[.] [W]e suppose to
keep them out of danger.
Respectfully Your obdt servant J.A. Tays Lt. Comdg Det. Co C
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In mentioning that the “Ammurican mob” (i.e., the Kinney gang) had left
Franklin, Tays may have forgotten to mention that they apparently took at
least one Texas Ranger with them. On the date he wrote Jones that he
“thought it prudent to keep the Det. close to Quarters,” at least one of his men
was very far away from quarters. If testimony in Colonel Dudley’s Court of
Inquiry is correct, active Texas Ranger Jack Irving stood alongside John
Kinney and the Murphy-Dolan men in Lincoln, New Mexico, on July 15, trading
shots with Billy the Kid in the Battle of Lincoln.[25] If correct, Tays was
derelict in continuing to show Irving as present for duty and in continuing to
pay him. In Tays’ defense, the muster roll for June-August 1878 is missing.
The monthly return for September 1878 and other records clearly indicate that
Irving was not discharged until August 31. Either Irving was misidentified or
Tays did not run very a tight shop.
The departure of Kinney’s bunch did not mean an end to rustling in El Paso
County. On July 31, Tays reported making what may have been his first
personal arrest. The prisoners were a band of ten “Mexican Thieves &
Smugglers [who] have been making periodical [sic] Visits for some time.” On
this occasion, they were caught in the act of driving twelve stolen horses
toward the Rio Grande. Tays mentions that “they showed Fight and we had
some difficulty in disarming them.” He voiced the familiar lawman’s complaint
that “we could not get the parties robed [sic] to sware [sic] positively in the
matter so we could not hold them for a State offence. I turned them over to the
Customs Authority who fined them 580$ one ¼ we get.”[26]
So far, the Ranger detachment had experienced little trouble with Indians.
That was about to change. On August 2, Tays led five Rangers on a mission
that stemmed from his own personal business. The result was one dead
Ranger and a letter-writing war. The details of the fight are drawn from Tays’
reports and from the memoirs of Ranger Sergeant James B. Gillett,[27] who
heard the story in 1881 from Private George Loyd.
Tays reported: “On the first of the month I was asked for an escort by
Colonel Marr who was sending Stock to the Gaudalupe [sic] Mountain Ranch.
I knowing the Country went myself with five men we got safely through but on
returning I was attacked by a band of Indians suppose [sic] to be from the
Stanton Reservation.” This attack occurred at Las Cornudas on August 10.
Private Loyd picked up the story for Gillette:
In marching from Crow Springs to Las Cornudas, a distance of thirty miles,
six of the rangers were riding nearly a mile ahead of the others and on
approaching Las Cornudas made for some tinajas (water holes) up in these
mountains. They rode around a point of rocks and met face to face some ten
or twelve Indians coming from the water. Indians and rangers were within
forty feet before they discovered each other’s presence, and paleface and
redskin literally fell off their horses—the Indians seeking cover in the rocks
above the trail while five of the rangers turned somersaults into a friendly
gully.
Tays reported that the Indians:
. . . having a position in the Rocks near the watter [sic] and on our
approaching they opened fire on us. I had no cover except a small water
course about two feet deep. I was compelled to give back some 400 yards for
shelter to an old station. On the first attack they tried [sic] to surround us[. A]
fter standing fire for some 10 minutes one of my men was Killed and 2 Horses
mine first.
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The Ranger killed was Private A. A. Ruzin, supposedly a Russian nobleman
only eighteen months out of Siberia. Both Tays and Loyd testified to Ruzin’s
courage. “Though he could have had splendid cover,” Loyd told Gillette, “the
Russian stood upright according to… etiquette… and was shot through the
brain.”
Tays and three privates scuttled down the hill 400 yards to the safety of an
old adobe wall. Loyd, meanwhile, was in a jam:
In reloading his Winchester after shooting it empty Loyd unfortunately slipped
a .45 Colt’s pistol cartridge into the magazine of his .44 Winchester and in
attempting to throw a cartridge into his gun it jammed, catching him in a
serious predicament. However, taking his knife from his pocket the fearless
ranger coolly removed the screw that held the side plates of his Winchester
together, took off the plates, removed offending cartridge, replaced the plates,
tightened up the screw, reloaded his gun, and began firing. It takes a man with
iron nerve to do a thing like that, and you meet such a one but once in a
lifetime….
Seeing that the Russian was dead and his companions gone, Loyd crawled
back down the arroyo, pulling his horse along the bank above until he was out
of danger. The five ranger horses, knowing where the water was, went right
up into the rocks, where they were captured, saddles, bridles, and all, by the
Indians.
Tays confirmed that two of his Rangers jammed their Winchesters with the
larger pistol cartridge. Loyd (or Gillett) seems to have exaggerated just a bit,
however, in the matter of the horses. Tays reported that two had been killed
and only Ruzin’s horse had been captured by the enemy. Despite the loss of
one man and two Winchesters, the Rangers managed to expend 300 rounds of
ammunition. From the safety of the adobe wall, Tays sighted in on the
Apaches with his “Sharpe Creedmore Target Rifle and with it I made good
shooting…. I think we Killed some of the Indians but from their covered
positions they ware [sic] able to get them away[.] On all I consider it a merical
[sic] that we all was not Killed.”
Jones wrote back on August 21:
I regret the loss of your man in the Indian fight, but of course he only mete
[sic] the fate to which all good soldiers are liable. The carbines being disabled
by the pistol cartridge was the result of careless use or under excitement on
the part of the men and will be a lesson of caution to them in the future. If you
need more guns or pistols, they can be sent to you. The carbines are cheaper
now.
If Tays was not embarrassed to report that he had lost one man and that the
remaining five had barely escaped, he evidently thought it best not to report
the complete reason behind this particular expedition. That fact came out in a
complaint from G. W. Wahl, who wrote to Jones on August 12:
Lt. Tays has just returned from the Guadalupe Mountains, he left here about
two weeks ago with five Rangers to drive his own cattle (private) to the
mountain and on his return had a fight with the Indians at the “Canuda” – lost
one man and three horses… Has the Lt. a right to herd his own stock?[28]
Tays first learned of Wahl’s charge on September 2—not from Jones, but
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from an anonymous tipster named “Fraternity.” Alarmed, Tays immediately
wrote a long letter of justification to Jones in which he explained fully to his
commander, for the first time, what brought him to Las Cornudas on August
10:
I want to state the facts of the case to you. I bought at public sale 34 head of
cattle a friend of mine Colonel Marr who has a stock ranch at the Gaudelupe
mountain told me that he had some sheep going out to his ranch and if I
would give him an escort he would take my cattle and keep them for me on
his ranch. This offer I exepted [sic] I knowing the Country well. Went myself
with 5 men as an escort for the party. We got safe their [sic] but on our way
back soon half way I was unfortunately attack [sic] by Indians which I have
already reported to you. These are the plain facts of the case in which I had no
intention of doing any thing wrong and was of the opinion that it was my duty
to do so. My deadly enemy G.W. Wahl is trying and thinks he has a chance to
injure me in this.
Tays continued to explain his actions:
I trust to your good Judgement [sic] to see that malise [sic] of the most
malignant kind is at the bottom of this affair. You by Enquiring even in your
City can find out that this man is full of envy and malice to any person who he
may dislike I can proove [sic] that he has spoken very disrespectful of
yourself in my hearing. The quarrel between he and myself is of long standing
the cause of which is well known to the Public as an attempt at a most
shameless piece of Black mailing as was ever heard of on his part which I had
to oppose. The result we are enemies and ever since I have come to Ysleta he
has kept up a constant abuse toward me.[29] With this esception [sic] I have
tryid [sic] to do my duty in as good a manner as I possibly could. If I have
done wrong in this instance I ask you favourable consideration and do not let
the spite of so mean a man as G.W. Wahl have any weight with you. Pardon
me for occupying your valuable time hoping to hear from you soon.
I have the Honor to be your Humble Servant, J.A. Tays, Lt Comdg Det Co C.
Having difficulty putting down his pen, Tays figured that the best defense
was to make Jones himself seem an object of Wahl’s attack: “P.S. My
Fraternal Friends states that he Wahl stated that he knew that Maj. Jones
would wink at it but that he Wahl would write to your master and more that
you would not like to hear. J.A.T.”[30]
It is hard to tell whether Tays genuinely felt his reputation sullied or whether
he was protesting too much. Certainly, he had reason to worry about Jones’
response to Wahl’s complaint. One Ranger—“one of the best men in the
Company,” Tays had written in the first report—had been killed, a rare
occurrence in the Frontier Battalion, Salt War excluded. Two survivors had
lost their horses, reducing the unit’s effectiveness until suitable mounts were
found. Two men had jammed their weapons in action, indicating that Tays had
not properly drilled his State Troops on their use. Finally, in the unit
commander’s own words, “it [was] a merical [sic] that we all was not Killed.”
Tays was lucky. Jones put off responding to Wahl until October 7, at which
time he simply advised the complainant that he had lost his letter and would
he please write again. On that same date, Jones wrote Tays, absolving the
lieutenant of any blame in the Indian fight.
On August 4, Major Jones instructed his company commanders to
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reorganize their units on September 1. [31] Jones wrote separately to
Lieutenant Tays on the same date, directing him to reorganize the detachment
to a strength of two sergeants, two corporals, and sixteen privates, an
increase of five enlisted men. Tays was warned that the increase was
probably temporary. As for the lieutenant’s own status, Jones assured Tays
later that month: “Your commission as Lieutenant will continue in force until
you resign or are disbanded. Your course and management as an officer so
far have given entire satisfaction and of course you can continue in the
service.” Jones expressed this view before he learned of the Las Cornudas
fight, but Tays’ conduct had not affected the major’s reliance on his
lieutenant.
In a tight budget environment, Major Jones’ frugality has rightfully been
credited with keeping the Frontier Battalion operating as an effective fighting
force. A dollar saved in one corner enabled the Rangers to spend that dollar
where it was needed most. When Tays advised Jones that the landlord was
raising the rent for the Rangers’ quarters, Jones found a way to pay it and
make the County ante up as well. When Tays asked for an extra hay allowance
to feed the horses when grass dried up, Jones authorized extra hay or corn,
providing, of course, that Tays purchased “which ever will be cheapest and
best for your horses.” On September 1, Tays pleaded with Jones for
authorization to purchase “some kind of means of transportation[.] Either a
mule Pony or an old buckboard[. A] small mule would be the best.” Jones did
authorize the purchase of a pack mule five weeks later.
As a result of the Indian fight at Las Cornudas, Tays asked Jones on
September 9 for:
. . . a box of ten Winchester Carebines [sic] and one dozen of Colts last
improved 44 pistol if they can be got. If possible, send Belts + Scabbards both
for Carebines [sic] and Pistols as it is impossible to get them here[.] [I]f 44s
cannot be got please send 45s. I prefer 44s to use with Winchester Carebines
[sic] as the same Cartridge suits both.
Jones replied on October 7:
Will send you Ten Carbines and scabbards by stage tomorrow. Have ordered
some 44 pistols, expect them every day and will send the number you require
as soon as they arrive. The carbines are cheaper now and can be charged to
the men at $28.00 for carbine and scabbard. The pistol with Belt & Holster will
be charged at $17.50. The 44s cost two dollars more than the 45s.
Meanwhile, Tays had carried out his instructions to reorganize the
detachment. Those who left included First Sergeant Ryall and four men whose
names were later connected with rustling: Irving, Moore, Cartledge and
Gronso. The eight “veterans” who remained—1st Sergeant Mark Ludwick; 2nd
Sergeant Vasquez “Charley” Logan; Corporals Matthews and “Doc” Shivers;
and Privates John Boyle, William Rutherford, George Loyd, and George Tays—
had already served a combined fifty-eight months as Texas Rangers. They
would eventually serve a total of nearly fifteen years in the Rangers,
averaging twenty-two months apiece. The detachment had more
embarrassments ahead, but for the first time, the unit survived reorganization
with a strong core of experienced and dedicated non-commissioned officers
and men.
To fill out the command, Tays recruited twelve new men. Like previous
recruits, they were a mixed bag. According to the records, four classed
themselves as a “laborer,” three as a “farmer,” and one each as a lawyer,
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painter and merchant. There apparently wasn’t a cowboy in the bunch. Tom
Swilling listed his occupation as lawyer, but he had also herded cattle for
John Chisum in New Mexico. Swilling is also linked to Gus Gildea, who rode
with John Selman’s bloody crew in 1878. Several were linked to rustling after
their service with the Rangers. At least one of these, twenty-four-year-old S.
B. Northcott, was probably an inside man for the local stock thieves. The
recruit with the most expensive horse, valued at ninety dollars, was “laborer”
Sherman McMaster.[32]
James Tays’ Good Opinion
“I considered [Ruzen] one of the best men in the Company.” (Reporting the
death of Ruzen)
“I am very well pleased with the new men in the Det. A more orderly lot of men
would be hard to find.”
“On the tenth I discharged F. Manning on acct of ill health + today Ed Coplan
for the same. I very much regretted to discharge these men as they ware [sic]
both good ones.”
“Henry Crist one of my best enlisted men…” (Reporting the death of Crist)
“Northcutt…to all appearances was a promising man although be came [sic]
destitute.” (Reporting the desertion of Northcutt)
Lieutenant Tays did find fault with one man who, coincidentally, was a
candidate for the command Tays felt his brother Alexander should inherit:
“[Sergeant Ludwick] is not of sufficient forse [sic] of character to control the
men under him. He is a good man with a Master.”
Tays took just one day to achieve his assigned compliment of twenty men.
He wrote Jones on September 30: “I am very well pleased with the new men in
the Det. A more orderly lot of men would be hard to find.” But then, it would
be hard to find a Ranger Tays didn’t regard as one of his best men.
Finding horses that met Major Jones’ standards was another matter. Tays
reported: “The standard for Horses is the most dificult [sic] part to arive [sic]
at I find since the Grass has failed that it is difficult [sic] to keep our Horses in
condition.” [T to J 9/1/78]
The lieutenant wasted no time in putting the reinforced detachment—if not
himself—into action. On the third day, he sent men to scout for horse thieves
near Franklin. On September 16, Tays reported: “Kinney has made his
appearance again with quite a strong party but they are operating on the
Mexican side of the River.”
One week later, ten Rangers scouted in the direction of Canutillo in search
of cattle thieves, but their quarry escaped to the safety of New Mexico. Some
of these New Mexican hard cases were also making their unwanted presence
felt in Franklin. Tays also reported: “The Jews are scared badly as the roughs
along with Kenney are making threats on their Stores.”[33]
Trouble for the Rangers continued to come from all directions. Tays
reported on September 9 that the Indians “have been very sausy [sic] of late.”
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Five days earlier, an Apache raiding party reached as far south as San
Elizario, where they stole forty mules out of a corral. Tays sent Sergeant
Ludwick or Logan with five men in pursuit. The Rangers followed a trail that
headed north to the Fort Stanton Reservation in New Mexico. They started
only a few hours behind but could not close the gap due to the inferiority of
horses and the lack of a pack mule. The men returned empty-handed after ten
days and 300 miles. Tays took the opportunity to complain:
Depredations by small bands of these Reservation Indians are becoming of
daily occurance [sic] especially up the River at the North West end of this
County. The US troops will not give any protection to settlers.[34]
The Rangers were also hampered in their ability to range by the need to
guard five desperate men month after month. By mid-September, the Mexican
prisoners still had not been tried by the district court. Although Bob Martin
and Curley Bill had been tried and found guilty, they remained in Ranger
custody pending their appeals.
Rustlers continued to steal cattle with impunity. Sergeant Logan and ten
men scouted in the area of Canutillo but were unable to catch their quarry
before they reached New Mexico. Corporal Shivers and four men did recover
some stolen mules, but again the rustlers got away. According to Tays, “The
uper [sic] portion of the Co. is destroyed by Cattle Thieves and it is
impossible to catch them as they cross the River and defy us.”[35]
Tays received authorization in mid-October to buy the pack mule needed for
long scouts. Unable to find a proper mule at a good price, Tays “thought it
best to buy a Horse which I did being the property of the man who was
acidentally [sic] shot…. I took the Horse at $35 and $5 for Pack Saddle and
Paniers [sic].”[36] The “acidentally shot” man Tays referred to was the
unfortunate Henry Crist:
. . . one of my best enlisted men [who] was accidentally shot by a pistol falling
from the holster of another man—the Bullet through the haunshes [sic]
cutting the Bowels the man lived Eleven hours I am of the oppinion [sic] that it
was purely accidental but very much to be regretted.[37]
Tays did not report, as did the Mesilla Valley Independent on October 19,
that the accidental death of Private James Henry Crist had occurred at a “ball”
attended by several Texas Rangers. Why the unnamed Ranger—and possibly
others—were, contrary to battalion-wide orders, wearing their firearms at a
dance is not recorded. The death was one more event in the long chain that
must have made this Ranger unit appear at best unlucky and at worst
laughable. Events like this would continue to happen, compromising
Detachment Company C’s reputation even more.
With elections fast approaching in the fall of 1878, political and ethnic
tensions in the county rose again. Correspondence between Austin and El
Paso County spoke to the fears on many people’s minds:
Tays to Jones (9/30/78):
Electioneering has begun pretty briskly the Mexicans are very silent on
politics. I think they [i.e., the Mexican prisoners being held] mean to make a
bad break about Election day. Hague [Curley Bill’s lawyer] is up for
Representative…. Rumor says a Mexican is going to oppose Kerber for Sheriff.
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Texas Adjutant General William Steele to Tays (10/14):
Sir, Judge Blacker writes me that he has official information that candidates
are trying to get some of the Mexicans… to come over on the day of the
election for the purpose of voting. Therefore, you will be especially on the
alert on that to aid in the arrest of such as may be indicated. San Elizario will
probably be the place of voting. Keep your own counsel until the time comes
to act.
Wahl to Jones (10/16):
Politics is running high here now and it is rumored that Lt. Tays is to be
sheriff in case the Mexican candidate (who cannot speak, read or write
English) should be elected—their whole ticket is profesedly [sic] radical, with
Hague as the leader.
Tays to Jones (10/17):
I am informed by a pretty good authority that Judge Blacker through the
suggestion of A.G. Wahl was going to demand of you my dismissal on the
grounds that I was mixing up in Politics and that I was in favor of telling these
people who ran away, return and vote. I have to inform you that …these
charges made … are unfounded and do hope that you will give me a fair
chance to vindicate myself. I know full well if they attempt this that they will
not stop at any misrepresentation to accomps [sic] their purpose. I fully rely
on you for a fair hearing. . . .
Tays to Jones (11/1/78):
I think… the Election is going to be a very quiet one. I think the report that the
murderers are going to come on Election day and vote is without foundation.
On Election Day, Tays determined that the greater threat to the county
elections would come from Kinney’s men in Franklin and not from any
Mexican “invasion” of San Elizario. According to the lieutenant:
The Election has passed off very quietly. I sent men to each presinct [sic]. I
went to San Elizario my self & one man at which plase [sic] Every thing
passed off quiately [sic] not any of the Murderers attempted to vote although I
am sertain [sic] that some of them ware [sic] secreted around town but ware
[sic] not game to show themselves. I sent a strong detachment to Franklin as I
had inform [sic] that an attempt would be made by a party headed by Kenny
[sic] to run the Election their own way and when Sgt. Ludwick arrived in town
they made demonstration against him + his men but on finding him firm they
cooled down.[38]
Tays’ disposition of himself and his men is mystifying. If he genuinely
believed that Franklin was the likeliest trouble spot—and he evidently did,
given the number of men he dispatched to that town—then why did he not go
there himself? If he thought there was any possibility that some Mexicans
wanted for the Salt War crimes might be “game to show themselves,” he was
woefully unprepared to deal with that situation. If, as his letter of November 1
attests and events bore out, San Elizario would be quiet, then again, why did
he not leave that precinct to a subordinate and go to Franklin himself?
The defense of free elections in Franklin was left to Sergeant Mark Ludwick.
How he did it is unclear. The only information comes from Tays’ monthly
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report for November: “11 men to Franklin [El Paso] to keep the peace on
Election day. The mob tried to drive them out of town. Officers of election
conducted themselves in a lawless manner. 2 men to Socorro for the same
purpose.” Ludwick’s tactics are unknown, but his firmness was in the best
Ranger tradition.
The good news about the elections was buried beneath a report of yet
another misfortune. On the evening of November 2, five men, including Martin
and Curly Bill, escaped from Ranger custody. They were the sheriff’s
prisoners, but in the absence of a proper county jail, the Rangers had guarded
the criminals day and night. Unfortunately, the prisoners were allowed
visitors, who evidently brought meals with the proverbial hacksaw in the pie.
The prisoners filed through their manacles and dug their way out under the
wall of their room. The prisoners were missed within minutes, said Tays, but
darkness prevented their recapture. True to form, Tays blamed “the
negligence of the Sheriff in not providing suitable fixtures and not seeing that
we had a suitable room to keep prisoners of their character in he turnes [sic]
them over to us and does not ever look near them after even leaves them
unfed.”[39]
What came next was not the investigation that Tays welcomed, but
something still more troubling. Ten days after reporting the prisoners’ escape,
he wrote again to Major Jones: “Sir: I am pleased to report to you that this
month has passed so far without anything of importance to you except the
desertion of one of the men[. H]e enlisted on Sept. 1st and to all appearances
was a promising man although he came destitute.”[40]
The flight of Ranger Sam Northcutt just five days after the prisoners’ escape
raises strong suspicions that he had had a hand in the prisoners’ breakout.
Tays had dismissed the notion that any of his men were to blame; he was
seemingly unable to say anything but the best about them. The fallout from
the desertion—the unit’s third—must have been substantial. The latest flight
must have made the community look at the Rangers—and the Rangers at one
another—and wonder who was next. Ten weeks after his disappearing act,
Northcutt reappeared to express just how little he regarded his old comrades.
When they weren’t out looking for escaped prisoners or deserters, the
Texas Rangers of El Paso got to do some ranging. On November 15, Tays
sent Corporal Mathews and ten men on the trail of a large Indian party,
numbering perhaps 50 men with 300 horses. They were spotted in the south
end of El Paso County between Eagle Springs and Quitman, headed north in
the direction of the Fort Stanton Reservation. The rangers’ task was to
shadow the Indians, “to see where they will cross and Enter the
reservation.”[41]
As of the 26th, the men’s return was overdue, leading Tays to assume that
his men had run the raiding party all the way to the reservation.
So far, November had not been a good month for Tays. It got worse on or
about November 22, when he received a message from Jones to reduce his
command to fifteen NCOs and men. The news was not unexpected, and the
lieutenant wasted little time in responding. On November 25, Tays made a
move he might have been considering for some time. He telegraphed his
resignation to Jones, adding, “I recommend brother Alexander Tays to fill the
vacancy if granted to me.” The wire took eleven days to reach Santa Fe and a
twelfth to reach Austin. By that time, Tays’ letter of explanation was also well
on its way to Major Jones:
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On yesterday I sent you my resignation by Telegraph. The reason for doing is
that I have been appointed Deputy Collector of Customs at Presidio Del Norte
which is beter [sic] and easier work. I like the servise [sic] of the State of
Texas very well and am well pleased with the Gentlemanly manner in which
my superior Officers have treated men and will ever remember them with the
most kindly feeling.
In case Jones didn’t get the point the first time, Tays added:
I recommended my Brother to the situation. In doing so I am confident that he
will give Entire satisfaction if trusted with the position. [H]e is strictly
Temperate and attends whatever business he has to do. I find from
Experiance [sic] that this Office requires a sober and industrious man….[42]
Jones’ thoughts on thirty-four-year-old Alexander are not found in the Texas
Ranger files, but ordering a third Tays to command the detachment was not in
the cards. In fact, as the New Year approached, funding for the Texas Rangers
was running short, and it was not clear whether there would be a detachment
for a new officer to command.
Despite the better pay and the easier life that awaited him, Tays remained on
the job until Sergeant Ludwick returned from a scout. Ludwick had been gone
for some days, trailing an Indian raiding party back to the Fort Stanton
Reservation in New Mexico. As they passed through the Guadalupe
Mountains, the Rangers found a grisly sight four miles east of White Sands.
According to Tays’ report:
On the way back some 75 miles from here they found two of our old Rangers
killed on the road. Their names were Jack Irwing and Guss Moore. I
discharged them on the last of August—since that time they have been
Stealing Cattle. It is supposed the Regulars of Lincoln Co run on to them. My
men buried them where they found them.
Jack Irving and H.G. Moore (the latter variously known as Windy, Charlie
and Gus) had come to well-deserved ends. Following his discharge in August,
Irving had ridden with the gang known as “Selman’s Scouts.” For three weeks
in the early autumn of 1878, these killers murdered and raped their way
across Lincoln County. Irving and Moore were among several men arrested
for cattle rustling in November, but they were released when the chief witness
failed to appear in court. On or about December 10, they were killed on the
road. Moore had bullets through his left eye and breast, while Irving was shot
in the neck and breast.[43]
In his last letter as commander of Detachment Company C, Tays offered one
last thought regarding who should succeed him in command:
I… would recommend that you commission an officer for this Det at once as
the Sgt in charge [Ludwick] is not of sufficient forse [sic] of character to
control men under him. He is a good man with a Master. The temptation is
great in this County for men to go astray.[44]
Ludwick would soon demonstrate how wrong Tays was.
The Texas Rangers that J.A. Tays left behind were held in disrespect. The
sorry record of Detachment Company C, had not stopped with the surrender
to a mob in the Salt War. During Tays’ command, Private Irving had gone
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AWOL to fight in the Lincoln County War, Privates Ruzin and Crist had been
killed under questionable circumstances, five prisoners had escaped, and
Private Northcutt had deserted. As if this were not enough, January 16, 1879,
brought clear evidence that the Rangers of El Paso were considered a joke by
those who knew them best. On that day, ex-Rangers Sam Northcutt and
James “Red” Cartledge rode up and opened fire on the detachment’s
quarters. This was not the act of rowdies, but of men who had taken the
measure of their former comrades and expressed their complete contempt.
At this moment—the lowest point yet in the history of the detachment—
Sergeant Ludwick ordered three of his men to saddle up. Spotting this
activity, Northcutt and Cartledge turned their horses and made for the safety
of Mexico. Ludwick was not deterred. Having promised to break up “this band
of desperadoes,”[45] he and his three companions followed their former
comrades across the Rio Grande. Ludwick chased the two outlaws several
miles into Mexico and then shot them both dead. Ludwick and his men were
soon surrounded by armed Mexicans, who proposed their arrest. Ludwick
talked the local authorities into letting his men go. He was briefly tossed into
the El Paso del Norte jail but was soon released on bail. Ranger records do
not record that Ludwick ever stood trial in Chihuahua.
Back on the job, Ludwick kept up the pressure on the rustlers, stationing
men in Franklin to make that town safe and making a sweep of rustler
hangouts, arresting any suspects he found. But it was Ludwick’s “two men
dead in five seconds” that was the crucial moment in the history of El Paso’s
Texas Rangers.
Rustling along the Rio Grande did not come to an end with the death of
Northcutt and Cartledge: it flourished for many more years. But something
else had happened. Seventeen local citizens, including leading merchants
Solomon Schutz and Joseph Magoffin, spelled out the change in a letter to
Major Jones:
For several months, our town, and surroundings, has been infested by a band
of thieves, they were so strong as to defy all authority up to the present time,
they have been permitted to exercise their infernal profession without
molestation until last week 1st Sergeant Ludwig” [sic] commanding
detachment Co C. T. R. determined to put a stop to these marauders.[46]
From now on, the Texas Rangers of Detachment Company C, could not be
ignored, and direct confrontation with them came at the rustlers’ peril. The
idea that the desperadoes could commit their crimes and defy the Texas
Rangers with impunity and without molestation now ended. With two shots,
Ludwick had declared there was a new Ranger in town.
Despite the confidence placed in Ludwick by El Paso’s civic leaders, Jones
decided to appoint another man to command the detachment. This was
neither Alexander Tays nor John Tays, who had lobbied for reappointment.
Instead, Jones opted for “a new man, one of some established character and
who could get in free from any local entangling alliances or influences.” Such
a man, thought Jones, would attract more attention, settlers, and investors to
El Paso County.[47] That man was George Wythe Baylor. He was a thirty-sixyear-old ex-Confederate colonel with a distinguished war record, marred
somewhat by the shooting of his unarmed superior officer, General John A.
Wharton, just before Appomattox.
Eventually, Lieutenant Baylor became Captain Baylor and Detachment
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Company C became Company A. The unit gained a measure of fame chasing
the Apache Vittorio about Texas and Mexico in cooperation with law
enforcement counterparts south of the Rio Grande. On January 26, 1881,
Baylor and Lieutenant Nevill of Ranger Company E combined to track a party
of Apaches that had been marauding through the Rio Grande country for two
months. Baylor and Nevill ran them down on January 26, killing eight
warriors, women, and children in “the last Indian fight in Texas.”[48]
Epilogue: The end of the Road
Baylor resigned in 1885. His sergeant, James B. Gillett, went on to become
El Paso’s city marshal. Today, Baylor is a member of the Texas Ranger Hall of
Fame.
Sergeant Gillett is the author of a widely read Ranger memoir,[49] and, like
Baylor, is a member of the Texas Ranger Hall of Fame.
John B. Tays is remembered for the Salt War surrender.
Tays and Mark Ludwick are basically forgotten.[50]
John B. Tays married Mrs. Amelia St. Vrain on May 3, 1878. He served as El
Paso’s postmaster between February and August 1879 and its first city
marshal from July to October 1880. He is listed as an engineer in the 1880
Federal Census for El Paso, but it was poor city engineering that cost him his
job as marshal. Tays had attempted to fill a particularly large street pothole
with town garbage, and the results were less than desirable in the city
council’s eyes.[51] Tays was far more successful in private enterprise than he
had been in public service. He engaged in stock raising, railroad construction,
and real estate in El Paso, where his holdings included the Central Hotel and
some tenement houses. “He brought to bear in his various undertakings
much business ability and indefatigable energy, and success attended his
well directed endeavors.”[52]
In 1883, John Tays relocated to the Ontario-Upland area of southern
California, where he became one of the region’s first and foremost
agriculturalists. Tays achieved a certain measure of fame in Ontario after
designing a streetcar platform to carry mules downhill after they had labored
to pull the car eight miles uphill. Ever the miner, Tays was on a gold-hunting
expedition to South America when he was killed with over 150 other people in
a spectacular boating accident at the Tumatumari Falls on the Rio Patera.[53]
As for James A. Tays, he was still the Deputy U.S. Customs Collector at
Presidio Del Norte in 1880. In December, the Rangers of Company E assisted
Tays in capturing some smugglers, together with some horses and mules and
2,000 cigars.[54] One month later, James and John each received $6,250 from
the sale of 520 acres of El Paso property.[55] At some point, Tays left the
Customs Service and by January 1885 was superintendent of the El Paso
street car line.[56] In May of that year, he married Minnie S. Smith. Following a
stroke, James joined John in California. On March 19, 1892, the El Paso
Herald reported:
Mr. James Tays, well known to the earlier inhabitants, is reported as dying
suddenly at his home at Ontario, California. The cause of his death was,
doubtless, paralysis, as he suffered one stroke while a resident of El Paso and
one since going to California. Mr. Tays was held in high esteem by all who
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know him.
§
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Capt. Manuel Trazazas Gonzaullas
By Bob Stephens
Because I numbered Texas Ranger Captain M. T. “Lone Wolf” Gonzaullas
among my personal friends for many years and knew him well, I have often
been asked to describe his personal traits. To do so is somewhat difficult
because he was, in many respects, a complex man of contrasts.
His egotistical nature and vanity were reflected in his meticulous
appearance. A strong, outgoing personality resulted in his practice of
dominating a conversation. He was colorful and enjoyed attention. Because of
his chosen profession, he was cautious to an extreme and was always armed
during his retirement.
Perhaps the most predominant trait Captain Gonzaullas demonstrated was
his rigid and uncompromising enforcement of the law. In the course of his
lifetime, he killed twenty-two men, was shot seven times, and was knifed on
several occasions. He carried brass knuckles and once said, "I'd do anything
in a fight." It was an understatement of fact. Because he was somewhat less
than average in size, he sometimes had to prove his physical prowess to
larger men.
In contrast to his aggressive nature, he was gentle and compassionate
toward his wife, Laura, his only relative. They were very devoted.
Although secretive by nature, he enjoyed publicity. However, it was his
practice never to confirm or deny stories about him that appeared in
newspapers. As a result, much inaccurate information has been repeated.
One example of this is the story that during the oil boom in Kilgore in 1931, he
always sat upright in a barber chair when being shaved so no one could shoot
him in the back. When I asked him about this, his candid reply was, "I never
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had a shave in a barber shop in my life."
My old friend was sensitive about his lack of knowledge about his family
background and birthplace. In the month before his death, he confided in me.
I learned that the family was in Galveston at the time of the hurricane that
destroyed the city in 1900, and that his parents and their other children had
perished in the storm. He was left an orphan at the age of eight. It has often
been reported that he was born in Cadiz, Spain, based on his statement to a
reporter. He also once listed Trinidad as his birthplace. He told me that he
knew only that he was born in Spain while his parents were visiting there, but
he did not know the exact location.
A man of high principle and good character, Captain Gonzaullas never did
things by halves. His full energy and effort went into his undertakings. As a
direct opposite, he was witty and enjoyed light humor. Late in life, many of his
old friends preceded him in death, causing him to remark to his wife that
"there won't be anyone left to come to our funerals.”
Now he has joined those who went before him, leaving only these
recollections of the famous Ranger.
Editor’s note:
M. T. “Lone Wolf” Gonzaullas died of cancer in Dallas on February 13, 1977.
His biography is contained in the Hall of Fame section of this site (click here).
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SENIOR RANGER CAPTAIN
C. J. HAVRDA
On September 1, 2001, new Senior Ranger Captain C. J. Havrda and
Assistant Senior Ranger Captain Earl Pearson took command of the Texas
Rangers when the former commanders, Bruce Casteel and Gene Powell,
retired after many years of dedicated service. All who know Captains Havrda
and Pearson will attest that the new commanders will continue the “can do”
attitude that they have inherited.
Captain C. J. Havrda was born on August 23, 1948, in Lavaca County, about
midway between Houston and San Antonio. One of five siblings, C. J. grew up
on a farm, where he lived until he was fourteen years old and his family
moved to Corpus Christi. After graduating from a local Corpus Christi high
school, C. J. attended Del Mar Junior College before moving on to Corpus
Christi State University, where he received his Bachelor of Science degree.
After graduation from Corpus Christi State University, C. J. was drafted into
the United States Army. He proved to be as good at soldiering as he would
later be at Rangering. He quickly rose in rank, and by the time he finished his
tour in Vietnam, he was a platoon sergeant with the 11th Mobile Infantry
Brigade.
Seeing heavy combat, Sergeant Havrda was awarded the Army
Commendation Medal, the Air Medal, a Bronze Star for bravery under fire, and
a Purple Heart for action in combat. Even if he had not become a Texas
Ranger, C. J.’s place as an honored American hero was secure.
In October 1969, C J was accepted as the newest recruit trainee in the Texas
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Department of Public Safety. After completing his training, he was stationed
as a Highway Patrolman in Rockport, followed by duty stations in Victoria and
then Sinton.
After more than a decade as a Highway Patrolman, C. J. became Midland’s
newest Texas Ranger on December 1, 1981. For nine years, he built a
reputation as a hard-working, effective Ranger. In January 1990, his superiors
recognized his outstanding work and leadership when they promoted him and
sent him to San Antonio as Company D’s lieutenant. Two years later, Jack
Dean retired as Company D’s leader, and C. J. was promoted to captain to
replace him.
C. J. and his wife Lora have been married thirty-thee years and have two
sons: Steven, 31; and Jason, 28. They are also blessed with three
grandchildren. The sons inherited their father’s love of history. Today, both
are history teachers.
The Texas Rangers and the state of Texas are very fortunate to have a
leader of the quality of Captain
C. J. Havrda.
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Nothing else comes close: the most famous quote
ever attributed to the Texas Rangers is “one riot,
one Ranger.” Legendary Captain Bill McDonald
(left) is usually credited with the saying.
As the story goes, sometime during the 1890s
there was going to be a prizefight in Dallas . . .or
maybe it was West Texas . . . or possibly it was somewhere along the Rio
Grande. We may not be sure of the exact location, but we are sure it was
somewhere in Texas. Anyway, frantic citizens had put out a desperate plead
for a company of Rangers to stop the fight.
Imagine their shock when one solitary Ranger, often said to be McDonald,
got off the train. Looking at the lone Ranger, the townsmen wanted to know
when the rest of the company would arrive. Then came the legendary reply:
“There’s just one prizefight, isn’t there?”

Rangers pride themselves in being able to take care of their business with
minimal assistance, but they aren’t too proud to ask for help when they need
it. Since the Department of Public Safety was created in 1935, there have been
four occasions in which it took the efforts of every Ranger in the state to
resolve the situation.
Place Your Bets
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In the late 1950s, the Gulf Coast was
rampant with illegal gambling. From
Beaumont to Galveston, gambling dens
ran wide open. Magnificent casinos
such as the Balinese Room and the
Hollywood Club, just to name a few,
produced millions of dollars for the
coffers of the city and county
governments as well as many of their
citizens.
Ranger Destroying Gambling Table

In 1957, Company A consisted of only nine men, and that included the captain
and sergeant. This small unit was ordered to the coast to put a stop to the
illegal activities. Though gambling regulation was generally unpopular with
the local residents, nothing stopped Hall of Fame Ranger Captain Johnny
Klevenhagen and his men from doing their duty. It wasn’t the Rangers’ job to
pick and choose what was popular and what wasn’t: their job was to enforce
the law.
It wasn’t an easy job. Rangers checked into Galveston’s Buccaneer Hotel and
didn’t check out for three and a half
years. Company A might have been
able to handle the gamblers by
themselves if that was all they had to
worry about. However, besides
performing their jobs in Galveston, they
still had to fulfill their normal duties in
their home territories, and those
territories covered thousands of square
miles. In order to fully carry out their
obligation, the Rangers of Company A
needed help. During the three and a half
years of this assignment, almost every working Ranger in the state was in
Galveston at one time or another. But in the end, the gamblers and their
coastal gambling empire was in ruins.
Drilling on the Slant
The gamblers had just been defeated when a new crisis faced the Rangers.
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In 1962-63, every Ranger responded to what is known
as the “slant-hole business.” Kilgore was the center
of the gigantic East Texas Oil Field. The price of oil
was high and those high prices brought
unscrupulous operators.
The method of the slant-holers was simple. The
operators would buy or lease low-producing wells
from one of the major oil companies. These wells no
longer produced enough oil to be profitable to the
major oil conglomerates, but low-overhead
companies could still eke out a small return.
However, the crooks saw an easy way to make
massive profits. They would bring in rework rigs to
work over the old wells. Instead of reworking the
wells, however, they would run a whipstock down the
shaft and slant the hole toward a neighbor’s highproducing lease. Suddenly an old, worn-out well
started gushing forth oil just like it had in days of old.
This was no small operation. There were hundreds
of slant-hole wells operating. Naturally, when the owners of the leases that
were being tapped realized what was going on, they didn’t take it lying down.
They complained loud and long to officials in Austin. The Railroad
Commission, which oversees oil and gas production in Texas, was ordered to
investigate.
The crooks didn’t like the idea of going to jail, and they set about threatening
everyone who tried to investigate any wells. The Railroad Commission’s job
was to investigate, not to fight—that’s where the Rangers came in. Their job
was two-fold: protect the commissioners from physical harm and prevent the
slant-holers from clogging the well holes. Strike!
In 1968, a strike went mad at Lone Star
Steel in Lone Star, Texas. The conflict
had gone on month after month, and it
wasn’t peaceful. Bombings, drive-by
shootings, assaults, beatings, attempted
murders, and finally murder were the
order of the day. Lone Star, like
Kilgore, is in Company B’s territory and,
as in Kilgore, almost ever Ranger in the
state was there at one time or another
before the strike ended.
Rangers Investigate a Strike Bombing
Ask any Ranger who was there, and a common reaction is a sad shake of the
head at the memory of the experience. Every Ranger hated working a strike
because they were in a lose-lose situation. Management felt the Rangers
showed favoritism to the strikers. Not so, countered the strikers. As far as
they were concerned, just the opposite was true: Rangers clearly favored
management. Thankfully, laws have changed and today Rangers do not work
strikes unless a felony has been committed. As the ancient proverb says:
“This too shall pass.” The horrible Lone Star strike finally came to an end and
passed into history.
The Branch Davidian Investigation
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The last time a Ranger company needed additional help was in 1993. Rangers
were present at the notorious Branch Davidian tragedy outside Waco in the
settlement of Elk.[1] Elk is in Company "F"’s jurisdiction, but there was no
doubt from the beginning that every Ranger would be involved before it was
over. When the tragedy reached its conclusion, there were scores of
homicides and the area was a murder site — and that’s what it was: murder.
With conflict between the FBI and the ATF, the Federal government requested
that the Rangers conduct an investigation of the entire incident. This is the
only time in history that a state law-enforcement agency has investigated a
Federal agency. The Rangers did their job in an extremely professional
method and no one ever questioned the integrity or the results of the
investigation.
In the future, there will probably be times when all the Rangers throughout the
state will be called together. These Rangers will have huge shoes to fill, but
no one doubts they will succeed admirably. After all, Rangers of yesterday,
today, and tomorrow were and are a solution ready for a problem.
§
[1] The Branch Davidian compound was not located in Waco, but a dozen
miles away in nearby Elk -- an error perpetuated by many books,
documentaries and the news media. It has left an undeserved black mark on a
city that rallied to the aid of survivors and children of the tragedy at Waco."
Waco is the nearest sizeable city to both President George W Bush's ranch
and the Branch Davidian compound. However, to this day the news media
persists in referring to the President's ranch in Crawford and the Branch
Davidian compound in Waco.
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By Robert Nieman
The name of Jim Gillett is well known
today. In part, this is due to Gillett’s
Ranger efficiency, but it is also a result of
his classic Ranger autobiography, Six
Years With the Texas Rangers, 1875 to
1881, first published in 1921 in Austin and
republished numerous times. Gillett also
contributed occasionally to the popular
periodical Frontier Times, edited by J.
Marvin Hunter of Bandera. These writings
tell us much about Gillett, but they also provide an intimate look at Ranger life
during the 1870s and early 1880s.
Gillett was born in Austin, Texas, on November 4, 1856, the son of James S.
and Elizabeth (Harper) Gillett. His father had organized a company to serve
under Captain John C. Hays’ Second Regiment, Texas Rangers, during the
war with Mexico. James S. was later prominent in local politics, running
unsuccessfully for lieutenant governor. He was appointed adjutant general
under Governor Peter H. Bell. This background, as well as a better than
average education, provided a framework for young Jim Gillett to consider his
choice of careers.
Being an enthusiastic student did not appeal to young Gillett. By 1868, he
quit school to enjoy the great outdoors. The family moved to Lampasas in
1872, and by 1873, Jim was working on a cattle ranch. With his father’s death
in 1874, Gillett located in Menard.
"[The Rangers] deeds of adventure and their open, attractive life along the
frontier appealed to me, and I had conceived the desire to enlist in the
battalion," Jim explained in his autobiography. On June 1, 1875, he joined
Company D of the Frontier Battalion of Texas Rangers under Captain Daniel
W. Roberts. "This was probably the happiest day of my life, for in joining the
rangers I had realized one of my greatest ambitions." Each recruit had to
provide his own horse, but the state furnished a Sharp’s carbine, .50 caliber,
and one Colt .45 pistol. A private's pay was $40 per month.
In Gillett's first brush with Indians, he performed his work bravely, picking
out one Indian and killing his horse. Ed Sieker killed the Indian and scalped
him. There was a white boy, a captive of the Indians, who was recovered by
the Ranger scout. This boy proved to be F. H. Lehman, who had been
captured in Mason County. Years later, Lehman and Gillett renewed
acquaintances in San Antonio at an Old-Time Trail Drivers’ Association
meeting.
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Roberts’ Company D was stationed in Mason County in the early days of the
Mason County War, but it accomplished little during this time. Gillett was then
assigned to Major John B. Jones’ escort. This came at a time when the
Frontier Battalion had to reduce its numbers, and Gillett felt fortunate in being
allowed to remain. "My relief may be imagined when my name was read, for I
had learned to love the ranger life and was loath to quit it." As a member of
Jones’ escort, Gillett traveled up and down the hue of companies from the
Frio in South Texas to the San Saba in the Hill Country. Major Jones
inspected each camp and learned of the efficiency of each of the captains.
Gillett was able to see a great deal of the country as well as satisfy his desire
for living in the great outdoors.
Sergeant N. O. Reynolds was assigned to Company E and was given the
opportunity of choosing the men he wanted. Gillett was one of the thirty men
chosen to serve and was mustered in on September 1, 1877. Among the first
assignments given Company E was the duty of escorting the notorious John
Wesley Hardin from Austin jail to Comanche to stand trial for murder.

The rangers were drawn up just outside the jail, and Henry Thomas and
myself were ordered to enter the prison and escort Hardin out. Heavily
shackled and handcuffed, the prisoner walked very slowly between us. The
boy who had sold fish and game on the streets of Austin was now guarding
the most desperate criminal in Texas; it was glory enough for me.
Reynolds’ company escorted Hardin during the trial and appeal. Hardin was
found guilty of second-degree murder and sentenced to Huntsville for a term
of twenty-five years.
The next important assignment for Reynolds’ company was cleaning up
Kimble County. Among the noted outlaws finding refuge there were the Dublin
brothers, wanted for rustling as well as murder. Gillett was part of a scout unit
sent to bring them in. In October 1877, he helped to capture Dell Dublin. In
January 1878, Gillett, now a corporal, was in charge of another scout sent
after the Dublins. He and his men decided to round up the Potter Ranch, a
known hangout for fugitives. By chance, they discovered Dick Dublin. Called
to surrender, Dublin chose to run. On foot, the fugitive almost escaped in
heavy brush, but as Gillett described it:
As he ran, Dublin threw his hand back under his coat as though he were
attempting to draw a pistol. I fired. The bullet struck the fugitive in the small of
the back just over the right hip bone and passed out near his left collarbone. It
killed him instantly.
Unfortunately for Gillett, the $700 reward on Dublin could not be collected
as it was for Dublin’s arrest and conviction, not his death.
Perhaps Gillett's most memorable Ranger experience was in the pursuit of
Sam Bass, the noted train robber. In late July 1878, the authorities learned
that the Bass gang intended to rob the bank at Round Rock. Word was sent to
Reynolds’ command to get there as quickly as possible to stop the raid. Gillett
was one of the party selected to ride to Round Rock. This was a long ride as
the company was then stationed near San Saba. The squad arrived in Round
Rock a few hours after the street fight was over. With the gun battle over and
their horses exhausted from the long ride, Reynolds’ men could do nothing.
Gang member Sebe Barnes was dead in the street, killed by a shot from
Ranger Dick Ware. Sam Bass was badly wounded and was in flight with Frank
Jackson. On the early morning of July 20, Gillett and others of Reynolds’
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company began searching for Bass. They found him not far from town, badly
wounded and alone. Jackson had left him to his fate. Bass died on the 21st of
July.
Gillett resigned from Ranger service at the end of February 1881. He had
married Helen Baylor, daughter of Ranger Captain George W. Baylor, on
February 10, 1881. However, the couple divorced on March 2, 1889, after
bringing two children into the world.
In December 1881, Gillett was appointed assistant marshal of El Paso. In
June 1882, he was appointed city marshal. In 1885, Gillett became manager of
the Estado Land and Cattle Company, an office he held for six years. He then
resigned to manage his own ranch.
On May 1, 1889, he married Mary Lou Chastain in San Marcos, Hays County.
She was twenty-two, the daughter of Joseph T. and Martha Chastain of San
Marcos. Where the couple met is not known. They eventually had seven
children.
On November 4, 1890, Gillett was elected the third sheriff of Brewster
County and served until November 8, 1892. His experience as a Ranger
undoubtedly contributed to his success in this office.
Ranching next became Gillett’s main interest. For a while he managed the G4 ranch in Brewster County. At the turn of the century, Gillett was ranching
south of Alpine on the 06 and Altuda spreads. In May 1904, he sold the Altuda
and moved to Roswell, New Mexico, and sold the 06 ranch. Three years later,
he decided he was not suited for this peaceful work. He sold his farm and
returned to Texas, where he bought the Barrell Springs Ranch and began
building a herd of registered Hereford cattle.
Gillett had served in Captain D. W. Roberts’ Company D from June 1, 1875,
to February 28, 1876; in Captain J. M. Denton's Company A from September 1,
1876, to August 31, 1877; and in N. O. Reynolds’ Company E from September
1, 1877, to February 28, 1878, and September 1, 1879, to February 28, 1881.
Perhaps his greatest honor was being named Captain of all Texas Rangers for
life by Governor Ross S. Sterling. Gillett is the only person to have received
such an honor.
Jim Gillett died in a hospital in Temple on June 11, 1937, of heart failure and
is buried in Marfa. He was survived by his widow and five children. There is a
state historical marker at his gravesite.
Several artifacts of Gillett's days as a Ranger are now housed in the Texas
Ranger Hall of Fame and Museum.
The Sharp’s .50-caliber carbine issued to him when he enlisted.
An 1873 Winchester carbine bought by him for $40—a month's pay.
The knife he used in many encounters.
A solid gold badge given to him when he became city marshal of El Paso in
June 1882.
In 1878, the State of Texas published A List of Fugitives From Justice, which
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was distributed to Ranger companies. Gillett's copy is now in the Hall of Fame
and Museum. Richard Dublin, who died resisting arrest at the hands of Gillett,
is listed as a fugitive from Coryell County, wanted for murder and "supposed
to be in Kimble County."
Beside the listing is Gillett's notation: "Killed by James B. Gillett - 2nd
Corpral [sic] Co. E Texas Rangers on Pack Saddle creek, Kimble Co Texas
January 18th 1877 [sic 1878] While resisting arrest." In numerous other
places, Gillett has written the disposition of various other fugitives.
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Book Review:
Ed Gooding: Soldier, Texas Ranger
by Ed Gooding with Robert Nieman.
Ranger Publishing, 35 Circle Drive, Longview, Texas 75602-4840. xii + 269
pages, profusely illustrated. Index. ISBN 0-9673319-1-9. Hardcover only.
$24.95.

Texas Ranger Dispatch editor Robert Nieman has two books on modern
Texas Rangers to his credit. First, Glenn Elliott: A Ranger's Ranger (1999),
now in its fourth printing and now Ed Gooding, Soldier Texas Ranger.
His latest effort is the life story of Edgar Dalton Gooding. In this book,
Gooding first details his early life (1924-1942) and his adventures in the
European theater during World War II (1943-1945). Gooding relates his
experiences as a soldier and makes the fighting in Europe come alive. He
lands on Normandy a few days after D-Day and fights his way across Europe
until the German surrender in May of 1945. Like many unsung heroes, he does
what is asked and more. He sees death daily; experiences the hardships of
every soldier: cold, fatigue, loneliness; and loses countless companions. It is
to be a crucible and good training for what lies in his future: life in law
enforcement. Danger is a daily fact of life for Highway Patrolmen and Texas
Rangers, and death is not uncommon.
After the war, Gooding "settles down" for a
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while, but he then joins the Texas Highway
Patrol (1949-1957). Outstanding
performance as a Trooper leads to his
nomination for the Texas Ranger service. He
works as a Ranger in Houston, Kerrville,
Amarillo, and Belton-Temple until his
retirement in 1983. Gooding serves in a
transitional period of law enforcement. In
the beginning, officers are expected to be
self-reliant and self-sufficient -- to live the
creed, "One Riot, One Ranger." When
landmark legal cases begin to restrict their
latitude, lawmen adjust, even when it
appears that the rights of criminals
outweigh the rights of victims. Ranger
Gooding sums it up:
I had been given the privilege of joining the Texas Department of Public
Safety on December 1, 1948, and I will always be grateful that the people of
Texas allowed me to serve them for thirty-four years. It was a memorable time
with many high spots and very few low spots. During those thirty-four years, I
had more recognition than any one man deserves. The greatest honor was to
have served with people of the highest quality in both the Highway Patrol and
the Texas Rangers. page [255]
Ed Gooding opens a window on how the best 19th century Ranger traditions
of service, honesty, and integrity survived in the turbulent 20th century. Chuck Parsons
EXCERPT
I Have Got to Get to the Children
Though Rangers have a reputation of working alone, this is seldom the case.
A Ranger's duty is to assist other law enforcement officers. Newspaper
articles commonly go like this: "Local officers, assisted by the Texas
Rangers..."
Most, if not all, Texas Rangers will tell you that the cases that really get to
them are the ones that involve children. In the following case, Ranger Ed
Gooding was called to investigate a tragic bombing at a local elementary
school.
The following is Ranger Gooding’s account of the Edgar Allen Poe Elementary
School tragedy.
Tuesday, September 15, 1959, is a black-letter date in Houston. The sound of
the explosion that rocked Edgar Allen Poe Elementary School at about ten
o’clock that morning had not been heard in Texas since the terrible New
London School explosion in which more than 300 had died eighteen years
before. Poe Elementary School, located near the campus of Rice University,
had become the target of a madman.
Journalists today would lead us to believe that school terrorism is a modernday experience. I’ve heard people say that Charles Whitman started it all when
he climbed into the Tower at the University of Texas in Austin and started
killing people on August 1, 1966. Well, Whitman wasn’t the first. At Poe
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Elementary, Paul Harold Orgeron murdered an innocent teacher, a custodian,
and three seven-year-old boys—including his own son—in 1959. I suspect
that there were other acts of cowardly mayhem even before this.
Poe Elementary School principal Ruth Doty was walking down the hall when
she met a shabby, middle-aged man and a young boy. (Other witnesses said
Orgeron was neatly dressed. I suspect that the shabbily dressed description
may have been slanted after the fact.) Paul Orgeron told Mrs. Doty that he
wanted to enroll his seven-year-old son, Dusty Paul, in school. She said that
was fine. If they would follow her, she would take them to the school office to
fill out the necessary paperwork. At the office, Mrs. Doty asked Juanita
Weidner, a secretary, to give Orgeron the necessary enrollment forms.
Ms. Weidner asked Orgeron where he and his son had moved from, what
school his son had been attending, where they were currently living, and what
he did for a living. She wasn’t asking officially; most of that information would
be covered on the enrollment papers. She was just making conversation. Not
surprisingly, she became suspicious when he couldn’t remember the name of
the school his son hadbeen attending or the name of the town. All he could
remember was that it was in New Mexico. As for their current address, he
couldn’t remember that either. They had been in Houston only a few days and,
until the previous Monday, they had been living in a boarding house at 2720
LaBranch Street. The best he could recall, the street they had moved to was
Bissonnett Street. However, he definitely remembered that he was a tile
contractor by trade.
Parts of Orgeron’s story later turned out to be true, sort of. When the address
was checked with the owners of the boarding house on LaBranch Street, the
E. C. Adamses, they identified the pictures of Orgeron and his son as former
boarders who had lived at their house from September 10 until September 12.
They said the man and boy were very quiet and never made any trouble. But
they didn’t know the man as Paul Orgeron: he had given his name as Bob
Silver (we never did find out where thatname came from). As for being a tile
contractor, this was also true. But he was also a convicted safecracker.
Ms. Weidner told Orgeron that she was sorry, but since he didn’t have Dusty’s
birth or health certificates with him, she could not enroll Dusty. Taking the
enrollment form, he said they would return the next day with the needed
certificates. Later, Ms. Weidner reported that Orgeron had talked rather loudly
and fast, but that he appeared neither angry nor upset.
It was now almost ten o’clock and near the end of the period. Students from
five first- and second-grade classes were getting ready to return to their
rooms from their recess on the schoolyard. Just as Patricia Johnston, a tenyear teacher (three of them at Poe), was preparing to take her second-grade
class into the building, she was approached by Orgeron and Dusty. Orgeron
was carrying a brown, abric-covered suitcase. The small, freckle-faced boy
also carried a similar small bag.
Orgeron stopped in front of Ms. Johnston, handed her two pieces of paper,
and said, “Teacher, read these.” Ms. Johnston said that the penmanship was
so bad that the notes were almost unreadable. While she studied them,
Orgeron kept mumbling something about the will of God and “ . . . having
power in a suitcase.” All the while, he was moving the suitcase up and down.
She noticed what appeared to be a doorbell-type button on the bottom of the
bag.
Orgeron kept urging Ms. Johnston to gather all the children around them in a
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circle. She wasn’t having any part of that until he could explain to her why he
wanted the children and what he had in the suitcase. Still unable to make out
what the notes said, Ms. Johnston was by now thoroughly alarmed. She was
worried that the children that had joined her might be in terrible danger, and
she wanted to getthem as far away from this strange man as possible. She
told two of the children to go find Mrs. Doty and James Montgomery, the
school custodian. The rest she told to immediately go back inside the
building.
Two other teachers, Julia Whatley and Jennie Kolter, were walking out the
door when they saw their colleague talking to the strange man and small boy.
It was the school policy not to let a teacher stand by herself with suspiciouslooking people. They were already heading toward her when they saw Ms.
Johnston signaling them to join her. Ms. Johnston handed the note to Ms.
Kolter. Meanwhile, Orgeron continued rambling about “power in the suitcase”
and that he had to “get to the children.”
A few moments later, Ruth Doty and James Montgomery joined the group. No
longer being needed, Ms. Whatley returned to her students and started
moving them into the school building, with the girls leadingthe way. Pat
Johnston also left the group and started toward her students to also get them
into the building.
Mrs. Doty told Orgeron he would have to leave the school grounds
immediately. Paying no attention to the principal, Orgeron kept rambling and
repeating, “I have to follow the children to the second grade.” He also kept
waving the suitcase around.
That was the last thing any of them remembered. Suddenly, there was a
tremendous explosion and six people were dead: Jennie Kolter, teacher;
James Montgomery, school custodian; seven-year-old students Billy Hawes,
Jr. and John Fitch, Jr.; and Paul Orgeron and his seven-year-old son Dusty.
The only word to describe Edgar Allen Poe Elementary School when I arrived
is bedlam—absolute bedlam. Parents were swarming the school grounds,
frantically searching for their children. Law nforcement officers were fighting
a losing battle trying to keep order and, of course, the curiosity seekers were
out in full force.
I joined officers from the Houston Police Department, the Harris County
Sheriff’s Department, and the FBI. The devastation was unbelievable. The
blast had occurred directly under a maple tree. If you had gone by the looks of
the tree, you would have thought it was the dead of winter: there was not a
leaf to be found anywhere on it. All that hung from the stripped branches were
bits of human flesh and a few shreds of clothing. There was a hole six inches
deep at the spot of the asphalted playground where Orgeron had detonated
the bomb.
Several bodies were lying on the playground, but one I remember in
particular. One of the boys was totally nude. The force of the explosion had
ripped every piece of clothing off the poor child.Soon, we tentatively identified
the bomber. Juanita Weidner said he had given his name as John Orgeron
when he and his son had been in her office earlier. There was still one big
problem: we weren’t sure that he was dead. There wasn’t a body, at least not
one that was identifiable, and we were afraid that the bomber was still on the
school grounds with another explosive.
There is only one way to cope with violent death when you have seen as
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much of it as I have: harden yourself to it and do not under any circumstances
let yourself become emotionally involved. Sometimes you even laugh about it.
It’s not funny and you’re not belittling the horror and pain, but that’s one of
the ways you learn to cope. However, no matter how much you steel yourself,
you never get to a point where innocent children thrown into the path of
violence doesn’t unsettle you. Orgeron’s son and the other slaughtered
children bothered me more than anything I had seen since the time we had
lobbedthe hand grenades into the cellar back in Europe and killed not only
two SS soldiers, but a whole family. Like that incident, this would bother me
for a long time. At that moment, however, I had to put that aside and do what
all the other officers on the campus were doing: our jobs. That was easier
said than done. I really felt sorry for those officers who had not seen as much
death as I had during the war in Europe. They were having a really difficult
time with it.
We evacuated the school to determine that there was not another bomb in the
building. Then we asked all the children and teachers to return to their
classrooms so the teachers could conduct a roll call. Except for the dead and
wounded, everyone else was soon accounted for.
I have to say right here that I have seen hardened combat soldiers not act as
bravely as these teachers and children did. It was really incredible. There was
one little nine-year-old boy, Costa Kaldis, that I specially remember. He would
have been awarded a medal for extraordinary bravery if he had been in the
service. The school had supposedly been cleared of all the children when
young Kaldis heard a child crying. A small polio victim had been unable to
leave the building with the others and had inadvertently been left behind.
Without a second’s hesitation, little nine-year-old Kaldis ran back into the
room and carried his schoolmate to safety. Remember, no one knew at that
time whether or not there was another bomb still in the school. I have often
wondered whatever happened to Costa Kaldis. He was as brave as anyone
I’ve ever known.
Once everyone was accounted for, we started a search of the area around the
blast, looking for anything and everything: bodies, wounded, or any clues as
to what had happened and why. I was walking down a row of hedges along
North Boulevard when I saw a man’s left hand hanging on one thehedge’s
branches about sixty feet from the spot of the explosion.
Lloyd Frazier, assistant chief deputy of the Harris County Sheriff’s
Department, was an explosive and fingerprint expert and a better-thanaverage crime-scene chemist. Lloyd was a real student of his profession and
could do just about anything concerning law enforcement. He took the hand
for fingerprint identification, and we soon had a positive identification. We
didn’t have to worry about Orgeron setting off any more bombs.
Orgeron, 47, had a long police record, dating back to 1930. He had served two
terms in Texas prisons and one in Louisiana. He was an old-time safe burglar,
which accounted for his knowledge of dynamite.
Orgeron’s left hand wasn’t his only body part we found before completing our
search of the area. His severed foot was found near the bomb site. The
following day, the owner of a two-story building acrossthe street from the
school noticed a terrible smell coming from his roof. He found Orgeron’s
missing right shoulder and arm. Another man who also lived across the street
from the school found a piece of flesh in his backyard.
We also found the notes Orgeron had given to Pat Johnson:
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Please do not get excite over this order I’m giving you. In this suitcase you
see in my hand is fill to the top with high explosive. I mean high high. Please
believe me when I say I have 2 more (illegible) that are set to go off at two
times. I do not believe I can kill and not kill what is around me, an I mean my
son will go. Do as I say an no one will get hurt. Please.
P. H. Orgeron
Do not get the Police department yet, I’ll tell you when.--Please do not get excite over this order I’m giving you. In this suitcase you
see in my hand it fill to the top with high explosive. Please do not make me
push this button that all I have to do. And also have two 2 more cases
(illegible) high explosive that are set to go off at a certain time at three
different places so it will more harm to kill me, so do as I say and no one will
get hurt. An I would like to talk about god while waiting for my wife.
--Continued Search
Sheriff’s deputies and I continued to search the school grounds while several
Houston police officers started looking for Orgeron’s vehicle. They found his
1958 green and ivory Chevrolet station wagon parked along North Street
across from the school. Several sticks of dynamite were under the hood, ying
on the upper side of the wheel well and a box of dynamite fuses was located
in the car’s glove box. Coils of wire, batteries, and BB-gun pellets were found
in the backseat. In the trunk, they found a child’s cowboy book, another book
titled Children At Play, a toy airplane, a toy submachine gun, and a toy sixshooter.
Also found at the blast scene was a sales ticket in the amount of $41.94 for
blasting caps, fuses, and one hundred and fifty sticks (approximately fifty
pounds) of dynamite from the Bond Gunderson Company in Grants, New
Mexico. This gave us a whole new problem. As big as the explosion was, it
wasn’t nearly as big as it would have been if Orgeron had used one hundred
and fifty sticks of dynamite. Where was the rest of the dynamite? We never
did find it. I suspect Orgeron passed the dynamite on to some safecrackers.
Just like today, there are a lot of nuts in this old world. The dust hadn’t even
settled before sickos started calling, claiming they had planted bombs in
other schools all around Houston. Finally, the National Guard was called out
and placed at schools throughout the area. One school in San Antonio even
received a threat from what turned out to be three teenagers. Thankfully, they
all proved to be pranks. Some people have a real sick sense of humor.
After completing our crime scene investigation, we bagged as many body
parts as we could find and sent them to a local Houston funeral home. We
notified all of Orgeron’s next-of-kin possible, many of whom lived in the
Houston area, that they could claim the bodies. Dusty was terribly mutilated,
and the only way a relative could make a positive identification of the boy was
from a small scar under his chin. As far as I know, none of the relatives ever
claimed Orgeron. We discovered that Orgeron’s former wife Hazel lived in
Houston. It turned out that they had been married and divorced twice. She
said she had tried to make a go of it both times, but since he liked to use her
for a punching bag, it had been impossible. The last time she had talked to
him was at Dusty’s seventh birthday party the previous Saturday, at the home
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of his maternal grandmother Maude Tatum. He claimed that he had found
God, had no malice for anyone, and was a changed man.
Continuing, Hazel said that Paul and Dusty had been devoted to one another
and that they had been inseparable ever since the divorce in July of 1958. She
said they wandered from place to place, never staying in any one place for
long. All she knew about their travels was that they had been in Altus,
Oklahoma, shortly before returning to Houston.
Upon investigating, we discovered that in July and August, Orgeron had
worked as a tile contractor for James Scarborough in Altus. During the whole
period, it appears that Orgeron and Dusty had slept either in the back of their
station wagon or in a tent. When questioned, Scarborough said that for some
reason that he never gave, Orgeron had insisted that he had to leave Altus no
later than August 25. He also didn’t say where he had to go or why. He had, in
fact, left a few days before August 25. We know he was in Grants, New
Mexico, on August 25, when he bought the dynamite from the Bond
Gunderson Company. We were never able to say for certain where the
Orgerons were between August 25 and September 10, when they moved
briefly into the Adams’ boarding house at 2720 LaBranch Street in Houston.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Today, if you drive to 9710 Runnymeade in Houston, you will find the Jeannie
K. Kolter Elementary School; at 4000 Simsbrook, you will see the James Arlie
Mongtomery Elementary School. Both are fitting tributes to a schoolteacher
and custodian who loved their children.
On Monday, March 6, 1961, at the dedication of James Arlie Montgomery
Elementary School, there was a custodian from every school in Houston in
attendance. Ruth Doty, still the principal at Poe, related that James
Montgomery “…above all, was a man who loved children.” Another teacher
said, “He was never too busy to climb a tree to retrieve a child’s ball.”
Perhaps one student summed it up best when he wrote to Montgomery’s
widow the day after he was killed: “We all miss him very much—but someday
we’ll meet him again.”
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Guns of the Texas Rangers:
The Winchester
No rifle commands the romance of the Old West and the Texas Rangers as does
the weapon produced by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. R. L. Wilson
and George Madis have documented the history of that firearm in excellent
volumes that are recommended to anyone wishing a more detailed study than
offered here.
In 1857, Oliver F. Winchester stepped into the weapons business from his shirtmaking company in New Haven, Connecticut. As the major stockholder, he
became president of the Volcanic Repeating Arms Company, which had moved
its office and factory to his hometown the year before. The firm had produced
only 3,000 arms when the name was changed to New Haven Arms Company.
Winchester acquired exclusive ownership of the patents.
The new firm did not fare much better than the old one. The business had
produced only 200 more arms than Volcanic when plant superintendent B. Tyler
Henry received a patent in October 1860 for the “Henry.”
Henry
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This was a lever-action work of art that could fire fifteen .44 caliber rounds in
10.8 seconds. The weapon was so popular that although only about 13,000 were
made, the firm became known as the Henry Repeating Rifle Company for a year.
Apparently, Winchester disapproved of the name and changed it to Winchester
Repeating Arms Company in 1867.
Winchester Model 1866

The first product of the new firm was the Model 1866 Winchester, which quickly
became know as “Yellow Boy” because of its bright brass frame. About 170,000
were produced by 1898, when the model was discontinued.
Winchester continued improving the Model 1866 until it became necessary to
introduce a new rifle, the Model 1873.
Winchester Model 1873

This weapon became known as “the gun that won the West.” Approximately
720,610 Model 1873’s were made until the end of production in 1923. These
included the One of One Thousand and the One of One Hundred models that
were special rifles with extra fine workmanship.
The early 1873 models had iron frames, while later ones had steel. The available
calibers were 44-40, 38-40, 32-20, and .22. The standard rifles were blued, with
tubular magazines and oil-stained walnut stocks. They had 24” round or octagon
barrels and one-barrel band. The typical carbine had a 20” barrel and two barrel
bands. These guns could be ordered with special features such as shorter than
standard magazines, carbines with shorter barrels, rifles with part-round barrels,
stocks with checkering on the forearms and pistol grips, set riggers, and special
sights.
Winchester Model 1892
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The Model 92 employed the successful 44-40, 38-40, and 32-20 calibers (25 WCF
was added in 1895), introduced in a newly designed and less expressive receiver
than that of the 73. With a reduction in weight and size, the 92 was destined to
become one of Winchester’s most popular firearms. More than 100,000 were
produced before they were discontinued in 1941. They were available in rifle or
carbine, and the company offered the same special features. However, as with all
of Winchester’s weapons, only a handful of special features were ordered: 2,740
with shorter magazines, 1,171 rifles with shorter barrels, 1,179 with longer
barrels, 617 engraved or inscribed, and 78 with barrels heavier than standard.
Winchester Model 1894

The Model 94’s excellent action had the superior locking bars and bolt system of
earlier Browning patents, and along with cartridges developed for that action, it
became the gun that outsold all other models. More than three million had sold
by 1975, and sales are still strong. Special features were available in other rifles,
too: takedown rifles, special wood, plating, engraving, inscribing, as well as
special butt plates.
The Model 1895 Winchester deserves, and will receive, an article of its own.
Known as the "Ranger's Winchester", it was the most popular Ranger longarm of
the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
The number of Winchesters used by Texas Rangers will never be known, but
what is known is that rifle has won an honored place in our history.
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